Introduction
For calculating the collisions of elecrrons or positrons with atoms we now have methods that take aU channels into account. The total cross section is an important check on the overall validity of a method:
The coupled-channels-optical (cco) calculation (McCaxthy and Stelbovics 1983 , Bray et al 1989 , 1991a has had much success for electron-hydrogen collisions at all energies and remarkable success for elechon-sodium collisions (Bray and McCarthy 1993) for which it gives detailed agreement with experiment for differential cross sections, magnetic substate parameters and spin-dependent data. The most detailed version of this calculation solves the coupled integral equations for a set of discrete channels (P space), whose effects on the lowlying channels under discussion have converged. The target continuum is represented by adding an ab initio polarization potential to the coupling potential. The only approximation made is the neglect of coupling of channels within the continuum space (Q space). A simpler version of the polarization potential makes an equivalent-local approximation for the matrix elements of the polarization potential (McCarthy and Weigold 1991) . This version also reproduces the most critical effect of the polarization potential for sodium, the reversal of the sign of the 3p asymmemy at some energies (McCaRhy et al 1991) .
Here we apply the Cco method with the equivalent-local polarization potential to the total aoss section for electron and positron collisions on sodium and potassium. The results are. compared with recent measurements by Kwan et al (1991) .
There have been no earlier calculations of these reactions that treat all channels, apart from those employing the cco method. For electrons Msezane (1988) has coupled the six lowest-lying channels of sodium and for positrons Ward et a1 (1989) have coupled the five lowest-lying channels for both targets. For the latter calcul;uion the authors believe that the effect of the continuum on the total cross section is negligible. References to other calculations are given by Kwan el al (1991) . 
Outline of the method
The coupled-channels-optical method consists of the solution of a discrete set of coupled Lippmann-Schwinger integral equations for the T-matrix elements (Mccarthy and Stelbovics 1983) .
where the target states li), lj) are defined by the target Hamiltonian HT.
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The matrix elements of the optical potential are
where V is the electron target potential and Q is the projection operator for Q space For the collision states IQ:-)) we use a discrete notation for the one or two-body continuum.
In the case of a positron projectile the two-body continuum includes both ionization and positronium-formation channels. The superscript (&) notation indicates outgoing or ingoing spherical-wave boundary conditions respectively.
The collision is considered as the three-body problem-of an eleclron or positron projectile, a target electron and an inert closed-shell ion. The electron-ion potential is the frozen-core Hamee-Fock potential.
The second term of (3) is the complex, non-local polarization potential, which depends on the full solution of the problem for collision states with entrance channel n E Q.
These must of course be approximated. The partial-wave polarization potential ( P W ) using symmetric P and Q operators has been discussed by Bray er al (1991a, b) Bray and McCarthy (1992) are included for electrons. In both calculations Q space includes only the two-particle continuum, id. ionization for electrons and both ionization and positronium formation for The comparison of the eight-channel CCO-up calculation with experimental data and smaller coupledchannels calculations is summarized in figures 1-4.
Discussion and conclusions
Total cross sections provide an impwtant check on the treatment of channels that are not explicitly coupled in a reaction calculation that takes all channels into account. The CCO method with both the equivalent-local and partial-wave calculations of the polarization potential obeys this check for electrons on sodium and potassium at the relatively high energies, above about 20 eV, where the approximations made for ELP are expected to be valid. m e equivalent-local approximations are made for computational feasibility. The Pwp calculation does not make these approximations. Its validity extends to lower energies.
Although the total cross section supplies a necessary test of validity, it is not sensitive. For example in the electron-sodium case at 50.8 eV the conhibution to the total cross section from excitation of the eight explicitly-coupled channels is 29.6 x cm2 compared with a total of 31.2 x cm2 in the ELP calcuiarion. The effect of the continuum on ekcmn differential cross sections for sodium and potassium is also quite small (Bray er al 1991b (Bray er al , 1993 . Its effect is critical in accounting successfully for elastic and inelastic asymmetries (Bray and McCarthy 1993 , McCarthy ef nl 1991) in both the PWP and ELP approximations.
The CCO-PWF' method is successful for all data at all energies in the case of electron collisions with sodium and potassium. The tendency of this method to somewhat overestimate the present total cross sections at very low energy does not affect its validity for Werential cross sections and asymmetries. The CCO-Ew method overestimates total cross sections at very low energies. The CCO-ELP method accounts successfully for the present positron total cross sections. Again it is insensitive to the continuum. At 48.3 eV for sodium the eight explicitly-coupled channels account for 31.5 x Recent experimental data (T' arikh er a[ 1993) at energies below 10 eV will provide a further test of cco methods.
cm* out of a total of 32.0 x cmZ.
